
From: Todd Coles
To: John Britto; Laura Canestraro
Cc: Clerks@vaughan.ca; Isabel Leung
Subject: Fw: [External] Motion to permit four residential units
Date: Tuesday, October 3, 2023 9:53:11 AM

From: Amanda Ferri 
Sent: Tuesday, October 3, 2023 9:50 AM
To: Steven Del Duca <Steven.DelDuca@vaughan.ca>
Cc: Todd Coles <Todd.Coles@vaughan.ca>; Mario G. Racco <MarioG.Racco@vaughan.ca>; Marilyn
Iafrate <Marilyn.Iafrate@vaughan.ca>; Adriano Volpentesta <Adriano.Volpentesta@vaughan.ca>;
Rosanna DeFrancesca <Rosanna.DeFrancesca@vaughan.ca>; Chris Ainsworth
<Chris.Ainsworth@vaughan.ca>; Gila Martow <Gila.Martow@vaughan.ca>
Subject: [External] Motion to permit four residential units

Dear Mayor DelDuca & councillors,

I am writing to ask that you do not put forward the motion to permit four residential
units on any property that permits single, semi or street townhouses, specific in
regards to Weston Downs. There should be an evening public discussion on this
matter before a decision is made. 

This community is still filled with the original owners. Owners who worked hard to
build a beautiful life for their families & buy their dream homes. By allowing four
residential units to be built next to any of these homes would ruin the beauty of the
neighbourhood. These owners bought these homes to have peace and quiet and it is
a community where people have known their neighbours for many years, creating a
neighbourly bond that is hard to come by these days. A lot of these homes have also
been passed down to the original owners children, preserving the beauty of the
neighbourhood. These are people who take care of their properties, tend to their
lawns and landscaping with pride and sit on their front porches on a warm summer
evening. By passing this motion you are allowing chaos into the community & ruining
what these owners worked hard for. By allowing these units you are allowing a
turnover of people which ruins creating any sort of neighbourhood bond, chaos on the
street due to more cars needed places to park and extra traffic to add to the problem
that already exists with people cutting through the neighbourhood. This is a matter of
poor planning and I can assure you NO ONE in this neighbourhood wants this!! You
have asked for these residents to vote for you, only for you to turn around and ruin
the place they call home!  

Resident of Weston Downs 
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